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Phase diagram of a mixed polymer brush
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We investigate the structure and phase behavior of a two-component~binary! polymer brush in a solvent
within self-consistent field theory as a function of the chains’ stretching, the composition, and the incompat-
ibility. Grafting the chains irreversibly prevents macrophase separation and the chains assemble into three-
dimensional structures with lateral periodicity. At small incompatibilities a ‘‘ripple’’ phase is formed where
different species aggregate into an array of parallel cylinders. At larger incompatibilities or asymmetric com-
position two ‘‘dimple’’ phases become stable, where different species form clusters which arrange on a qua-
dratic ~checkerboard structure! or hexagonal lattice.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.030802 PACS number~s!: 61.25.Hq, 61.46.1w, 05.70.Np
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The grafting of polymers to surfaces is an efficient mea
of tailoring surface properties. Polymer brushes find wid
spread applications ranging from colloidal stabilization a
tribology to biocompatibility. Recent experiments@1# have
explored the properties of binary brushes which consis
hydrophilic and hydrophobic homopolymers. If the bina
brush is in contact with a hydrophilic solvent the hydrophi
constituent segregates to the surface andvice versa. The seg-
regation is reversible and provides a technique to tune
wetability of the coated surface.

The details of the local organization of the chains in t
binary brush are, however, not known. Besides segrega
perpendicular to the surface laterally structured phases m
become stable@2#. Even a single-component brush in a b
solvent does not collapse into a uniform dense layer@3#, but
forms dimples, i.e., small clusters on the surface which
separated by a distance of the chain extension. Binary
tems exhibit a rich behavior: Singh and co-workers@4# have
studied a binary brush in the limit of low-grafting densitie
If the solvent is bad for one component and good for
other component surface micelles form, i.e., the compon
with the low-solvent affinity collapses into a dense co
which is shielded by the other component. The se
assembled structures have been explored by scaling co
erations and illustrated by two-dimensional~2D! self-
consistent field~SCF! calculations. Marko and Witten@2#
studied the onset of phase separation for very high-graf
densities. Under melt conditions the phase separation oc
laterally, i.e., rather than segregating to the top or the bot
of the brush the componentsA and B demix laterally and
form ‘‘ripples.’’ Simulations @5–7# give evidence for latera
phase separation. Under bad solvent conditions the oc
rence of more complex structures has been exemplified@5#.
The thermodynamic stability of the structures, howev
could not be addressed and the phase diagram is unkno

Binary brushes might offer an alternative for produci
patterned surfaces@8–11# and provide a model system fo
studying molecular self-assembly. We outline a general
self-consistent field theory~SCFT! to investigate the self-
assembled structures of a binary brush with quenched g
ing points and find three 3D structures with lateral period
ity.
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We consider a binary polymer brush in a volumeV0
5D0LL. L is the lateral extension of the brush, whileD0
denotes the extension perpendicular to the grafting surf
The brush containsn5sL2 polymers. Both polymer
species—A andB—contain the same number of monomer
units N and are modeled as Gaussian chains of end-to-
distanceRe . Since the grafted ends are immobile, we ide
tify each chain by its grafting positionr0 and treat each
grafted chain formally as an individual component.

We expand the interaction energyE in terms of the mono-
mer densitiesfA andfB and retain only second virial coef
ficients

E@fA ,fB#

kT
5E dr H vAA

2
fA

21
vBB

2
fB

21vABfAfBJ . ~1!

Our calculations are limited to solvents of good and margi
quality @12#. v5(vAA1vBB12vAB)/4 characterizes the av
erage strength of the excluded volume interaction betw
monomers.x̃5(2vAB2vAA2vBB)/2v denotes the mutua
attraction ~repulsion! between~un!like monomers. It is re-
lated to the commonly used Flory-Huggins parameter
xFH5vx̃. Increasingx̃ we increase the incompatibility be
tween the two species and reduce the solvent qualityz
5(vAA2vBB)/2v specifies the solvent selectivity toward
the A and B species. In the following we assume that t
solvent is nonselective (z50).

We employ SCFT to calculate the structure and ph
behavior of the system of infinitely many chains wi
quenched grafting pointsr0 The free energy takes the form
F5E2T(SA1SB), whereSA andSB are the conformationa
entropies ofA polymers andB polymers, respectively. Within
SCFTSA is given by

SA5k(
Ar0

H ln QAr0
1E dr wAfAr0

J , ~2!

whereQAr0
@wA# is the single-chain partition function of th

A polymer, which is grafted at pointr0 , in an external field
wA . The sum runs over grafting pointsr0 for all A chains.
fAr0

denotes the monomer density of thatA polymer. They
satisfy the self-consistent set of equations
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. Contours of the total density atF51/2 in the vicinity of the triple point. The segregated regions are more dense than re
where theA and B component mix. In the ‘‘ripple’’ phase~left! the species cluster into cylinders, every second one is rich in thA
component. In the symmetrical ‘‘dimpleS’’ phase~middle! A andB clusters alternate on a quadratic lattice. In the ‘‘dimpleA’’ phase~right!,
theA component clusters and the dense regions form a hexagonal lattice, while theB component is collapsed and fills the space between
A-rich clusters.
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wA5
DE

kTDfAr0

5yH 22x̃

2
fA1

21x̃

2
fBJ

and

fAr0
52

1

QAr0

DQAr0

DwA
. ~3!

The fieldwA is independent from the grafting pointr0 . Simi-
lar expressions hold forSB , wB , andfBr0

.
To calculate the monomer density it is useful to define

end segment distributionsqAr0
(r ,t) andq̃A(r ,t). The former

quantity denotes the spatial probability distribution of t
end segment of a chain of lengthNt which is grafted atr0 ,
the latter refers to a free~i.e., not grafted! chain. Both end
segment distributions satisfy the diffusion equation:]qA /]t
5(Re

2/6N)DqA2wAqA . One chain end is grafted atr5r0

and, hence,qAr0
(r ,0)5d(r2r0), while the other chain end

is free q̃A(r ,0)51. fAr0
andQAr0

can be expressed as

fAr0
~r !5

1

QAr0

E
0

N

dt qAr0
~r ,t !q̃A~r ,N2t !

with

QAr0
5E dr qAr0

~r ,s!q̃A~r ,N2s! ;s. ~4!

We obtain the totalA monomer densityfA by summing over
all grafting points ofA chains

fA~r !5E
0

N

dt qA~r ,t !q̃A~r ,N2t !, ~5!

with qA5SAr0
qAr0

/QAr0
. SinceqA is a linear combination

of qAr0
it also obeys the diffusion equation with initial con

dition qA(r ,0)5SAr0
d(r2r0)/q̃A(r0 ,N) where we have em

ployed Eq.~4! with s50. The density distribution of the 0th
segment reproduces the grafting points:fA(r ,t50)
5qA(r ,0)q̃A(r ,N)5SAr0

d(r2r0).
In inhomogeneous systems we expand the spatial de

dence of densities and fields in a set of orthonorm
03080
e

n-
l

functions@14#. For periodic structures in the lateral directio
the free energy is minimized with respect to the unit-cell s
L. Comparing the free energy of different spatial structur
we construct the phase diagram.

The equations above describe a binary brush with
arbitrary distribution of grafting points within SCF theory. A
this stage, correlations and inhomogeneities of the graf
densities could be incorporated into the description. In
following, however, we assume that the grafting is latera
homogeneous and denote the relative concentration oA
chains byF and replace the summation over the grafti
points by an integralSAr0

→Fs*dr0d(x0). Measuring the
degree of stretching@13# by the dimensionless paramet
1/d353/2@vN2/Re

3#2@sRe
2#2 we define a rescaledA mono-

mer densityrA[vNdFfA and measure all length scales
units of Re . Within SCFT the chain lengthN, grafting den-
sity s and the excluded volume strengthv enter only via the
combinationd.

Qualitative insight into the physical origin of phase sep
ration can be gained in the limit of strong stretchingd→0,
where the situation is similar to the binary brush in the m
@2#. Then, the dominant contribution to the free energy ste
from the interplay between excluded volume interactions a
chain stretching~similar to the one-component brush!. Using
that the height of the brush scales likeh;Re /Ad this con-
tribution is of the orderkT/d per chain. It controls the den
sity profile. Upon increasing the incompatibilityx̃, there is a
transition from the disordered phase to the ‘‘ripple’’ phase
to reduce the energy of mixing. Ford→0, only the compo-
sition rA2rB becomes laterally inhomogeneous but not t
total density rA1rB . The energy of mixing is of order
x̃kT/d per chain. Lateral demixing reduces the entropy
mixing of the free chain ends which is of orderkT per chain.
At the transition this entropy loss is comparable to the ene
of mixing, and we obtainx̃dis↔ripple;d ~in agreement with
our SCF calculations!. As the incompatibility increases or th
stretching decreases the decoupling of density and comp
tion breaks down. Figure 1 illustrates the variation of t
total density at intermediate stretching@15# and rather large
incompatibility. In this parameter region we investigate t
interplay between energy of mixing and conformational e
tropy via numerical SCF calculations. Additional morphol
gies are found to be stable and lateral and perpendic
segregation occur simultaneously.
2-2
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FIG. 2. ~a! Phase diagram for a symmetric polymer brush (F51/2): Under good solvent conditions (x̃,2) we find a transition between
a disordered~dis! and a ‘‘ripple’’ phase. In a bad solvent the disordered, the ripple, and two ‘‘dimple’’ phase are stable. The tra
between the 1D phase and the disordered phase is indicated by a dashed line. It is preempted by the laterally structured p
calculations are limited tod.0.23; extrapolated phase boundaries for smallerd are denoted by dashed lines.~b! Phase diagram ford
50.5 as a function of the compositionF and the incompatibilityx̃. ‘‘Dimple A’’ and ‘‘dimple B’’ denote the hexagonal arrangement
A-rich andB-rich clusters, respectively. ‘‘DimpleS’’ refers to a checkerboard ofA-rich andB-rich clusters. The inset displays the variatio
of the lateral unit-cell sizeL along the ‘‘dimple’’-‘‘ripple’’ phase boundary. The solid line corresponds to the ripple phase, the dashe
corresponds to the dimple phase.
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First, we investigate the phase behavior for symme
composition (F51/2) as a function of stretchingd and in-
compatibility x̃. The relative stability of five phases is ex
plored @16#: the disordered phase~dis! which is neither lat-
erally nor perpendicularly segregated, the layered ph
~1D!, in which the symmetry betweenA andB is spontane-
ously broken and the two components segregated per
dicular to the surface, the ‘‘ripple’’ phase in which the tw
components segregated laterally into symmetrical cylind
and two ‘‘dimple’’ phases. In one phase, denoted as ‘‘dim
S,’’ both species segregate symmetrically into clusters, wh
arrange like on a checkerboard. In the other phase~‘‘dimple
A’’ or ‘‘dimple B’’ ! one of the components—A or
B—segregates into clusters, which form an hexagonal lat
in the lateral direction, while the other component is le
dense and fills the space between the clusters. The symm
betweenA andB is broken. The~total! density profiles of the
laterally structured phases are shown in Fig. 1. The size
the lateral repeat units is about 1.9Re for the ripple and sym-
metric dimple phases and 2.2Re for the hexagonal dimple
phase in the range ofx̃ investigated.

The phase diagram is presented in Fig. 2. Upon increa
the incompatibility, we find a second-order transition fro
the disordered phase to the ‘‘ripple’’ phase. As discus
above, the incompatibilityx̃ at which the ‘‘ripple’’ structure
forms increases linearly withd in the limit of strong stretch-
ing d→0. For small values ofd and stronger incompatibility
~x̃.2, bad solvent!, we encounter a transition from th
‘‘ripple’’ phase to an hexagonal ‘‘dimple’’ phase. For large
values ofd we first encounter a transition from the ‘‘ripple
phase to the symmetrical ‘‘dimpleS’’ phase and at even
larger incompatibilities a transition to an hexagon
‘‘dimple’’ phase. There is a triple point atd50.46 andx̃
52.83, where the ‘‘ripple,’’ the symmetrical, and the hexag
nal ‘‘dimple’’ phases coexist. Ford.0.25 we find the lay-
ered structure~1D! to be unstable, however, we cannot ru
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out that it might become stable for larger stretching.
The phase diagram ford51/2 as a function of the com

positionF is presented in Fig. 2~b!. At high incompatibilities
or extreme compositions the majority component forms
hexagonal array of clusters. This behavior is similar to
one-component brush in a bad solvent: the brush does
collapse into a uniform dense layer, but rather form
‘‘dimples’’ @3#. Simultaneously, there is on average a p
nounced perpendicular segregation: the majority compon
is enriched at the grafting surface, while the minority co
ponent is expelled from the surface. At lower incompatib
ties or more symmetrical composition, we again find an h
agonal ‘‘dimple’’ phase, but the minority component form
the clusters. The incompatibilityx̃ is not large enough to
make the majority component collapse, but it acts like a v
bad solvent for the minority component. Note that there i
weak attraction between the segments of the same com
nent, but a strong repulsion between different types of s
ments. Upon approaching symmetrical compositionF
→1/2, we find transitions from the ‘‘dimple’’ phase to th
‘‘ripple’’ phase at low incompatibilities, to the symmetrica
‘‘dimple’’ phase at intermediate incompatibilities, or direct
from ‘‘dimple A’’ to ‘‘dimple B’’ at F51/2 and largex̃.

In summary, the irreversible end grafting of chains p
vents macrophase separation in a binary brush. We h
studied the self assembly into spatially structured pha
within SCF theory and find a rich phase behavior includi
two 3D structures with truly 2D lateral periodicity: a chec
erboard arrangement ofA-rich andB-rich clusters~symmet-
ric ‘‘dimple’’ phase! and an hexagonal lattice of clusters
one component~hexagonal ‘‘dimple’’ phase!. In the latter
phase theAB symmetry is spontaneously broken and it
stable for symmetric composition at high incompatibilit
Experiments@17# yield evidence for the formation of latera
structure in the nanometer range and we hope they
verify our predictions.
2-3
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In our calculations the solvent quality is identical for bo
species and the surface does not prefer either compon
These additional interactions are important in experime
@1# and can be readily incorporated into our model. We
ticipate an interplay between lateral and perpendicular s
regation.

We assume the grafting points of the two polymer spec
be completely uncorrelated and homogeneous. This
rather strong idealization, which is difficult to achieve
experimental realizations.ACB triblock copolymers@8# with
a short middleC block, which chemically binds to the su
face, could offer a possibility to reduce correlations.
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Another exciting question is the response of the bin
brush to absorbing molecules and the wetting properties
the laterally structured surface. Potentially, this class of m
terials offers the opportunity to tune the surface and wett
properties@1# and to tailor the interaction between differe
surfaces@4#. We expect our calculations to provide som
guidance for controlling these materials’ properties.

I have benefited from stimulating discussions with
Binder, S. Minko, M. Stamm, and J. Ru¨he. Financial support
was provided by the DFG under Grant No. Bi314/17 and
DAAD/PROALAR2000.
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